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" , , . I lost no t ime; I fe l l in love wi th you then. . .

I don't know whether you suspected I was doing so,
but I paid- mentally speaking, I mean - the greatest
possib le at tent ion to you. Noth ing you sa id,
nothing you did, was lost upon mel.."

THE PORTRAIT OF A L^DY
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note. It may be interesting to recall the date of the
volume of Meredith's verse, which includes Modern Love.
It was published in 1862, four years after William Moms'
Defence of Guenevere, and one year later than Dante Gabriel
Rossetti's translations from the Early Italian Poets, and
Algernon C. Swinburne's Queen Mother and Rosamond —
three names which are of morning stars of modem poetry
singing together with voices harmonious, yet distinct,
raining their influence upon the entire art of contemporary
v e r s e .

Only Four Hundred co2nc.'< of this Small Paper
Edition (Post 8eo.) have been })rinied. Each
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F O R E W O R D .

IN these times which rear temples of praise,adorned with intricate carven work of com
ment, to Robert Browning, George Meredith also
may well claim here and there a wayside shrine.
He has, indeed, a group of worshipers, who make
up in fervor what they lack in number; and these
celebrate the master in accents frequently bor
rowed from his own, chanting what a corypheus
of theirs, Mr. Richard Le Gallienne, has cleverly
called the Meredithyrambic. It is possible, how
ever, that for the purpose of commending to the
o-eneral reader one of Mr. Meredith's most sig-
o

nificant and artistic works—the cycle of sonnets
called Modern there may not be needed
the utterances of a ministrant deeply initiate, but
rather the appreciations of one who, listening to
the general choir of poets, hears in the voice of
Meredith a powerful and unique tone.



It is chiefly due to the vast bulk and the diffi
cult idiom of his novels that these have been so

tardy of acceptance with the public; a measure
of condescension toward the common uses of the

English language ought not to be impossible to
him; and there is much excuse for those persons
who fail to find the time remunerative which is

spent in seeking to follow the superabundant
metaphor and suggestion of Mr. Meredith's work,
continually taxing the intellect and the mental
agility of the reader. Sometimes this author's
recognition of the value of every fact delays him
disproportionately upon trifles ; he retouches the
record of an impression, lingeringly, minutely, as
if for his own pleasure of extreme analysis. But
he is a genius and a giant, a far-searching and
wholesome philosopher, one of the few fire-
bringers of a tentative age. A reason why he has
not shared the popular honors paid to Browning
may be that their ideals—parallel in adoration of
nature and its laws — diverge when they come to
the question of the aim of human life. Meredith
has for guide the love of law ; Browning's faith

I I

was in the law of love. In existence, with all its
good and its evil. Browning beheld only a series
of opportunities to learn the divine art of love
which, to his mind, appeared the fulfilling, even
when the apparent negation of every law. Mere
dith's goddess, on the contrary, is Reason. It
cannot be denied that he sometimes celebrates
her in a verbal anarchy, which recalls her worship
in the days of the French revolution! To her he
is vowed; for him, her hands alone divide the
material of life between tragedy and comedy.
Yet if we pursue the thought of the two poets,
they are seen to unite in an impassioned belief
in the final good and the unquenchable life of
the soul.

Sentimentality that would close its eyes to un
comfortable facts, that dares not follow every
least hint of nature to its final analysis, is the
continual object of Mr. Meredith's solemn warn
ing and bitter contempt. "More brain, more
brain!" is his reiterate cry. He is profoundly
impressed with the changes which are the systole

i n
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a n d d i a s t o l e o f t h e h e a r t o f n a t u r e a n d w o u l d '
have men unafraid, conformable:

Faith in ourselves is faith in Time I |
A n d f a i t h i n n a t u r e k e e p s t h e f o r c e i
We have in us for daily use ...
T e a c h m e t o f e e l m y s e l f t h e t r e e i
A n d n o t t h e w i t h e r ' d l e a f . j
Fixed am I and await the dark to be.

It is with utterances like this, that he confirms
the faith in ultimate things. Reason and nature ,
form the principle of Meredith's philosophy as >
exemplified in his novels—of which there is no |
occasion here to speak in detail — and inspire \
also his Modem Love. This "great progres- |
sional poem," as Mr. Swinburne has called it, i
connec ted " by l inks o f the fines t and most \
studied workmanship," ought by virtue of its '
essential qualities to remain the perdurable ex- |
ample of its author's poetry. If time, even, that
must load itself lightly as may be for its flight, \
should carry down to the future centuries only ^
this of all Meredith's work, the author would not
have cause to complain of misrepresentation. j
Modem Love is the compact expression of his
theory; it is constructed with most careful art;

I V

the sonnets which compose its sequence are like
so many pictures by a master of the impres
sionist school. Precisely here may be noted a
certain relation of Mr. Meredith's work to that of
his contemporaries in other branches of art: He
is not content to use only the means commonly
allotted to his own department, but also imports
forcibly material and methods from the neigh
boring fields. It is not at all certain, however,
that the curse of art falls upon him who removes
the landmarks ! To speak now exclusively of the
cycle of poems named Modern Love, it must first
be admitted that although" they have the value
of sonnets and Mr. Swinburne himself, close
craftsman of poetic form, has not withheld from
them that title — they are, in fact, a half-hundred
strophes composed of four quatrains, the first
line rhymed with the fourth and the second and
third together. But the spirit is entirely that of
the sonnet: each strophe presenting a sole pic
ture, with a certain reenforcement of its purpose
in the final sestet. The subject of this tragedy in
fifty brief scenes, largely imagined and forcibly

V
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compressed, is the story of the wedded misery of
two persons, whose natures were finely strung
instruments for fate to play upon. The senti
mentality of the feminine mind, that feeds on il
lusions and fears development as it fears death ;
the man's intellect that cannot trust nature, but
will question and analyze; both of them recal
citrant against change, are the motives of this sub-
dramatic study. The sonnets are so subtle and
charged with secondary and often vague mean
ings, which are rather the stimulus to thought
than its articulate expression, that a precise in
terpretation is hardly to be attempted. A few
general outlines may be a Sufficient guide to the
r e a d e r.

t

The tragedy begins amid the silent solemnity
of the night, when the wakeful husband is con
scious of the " strange low sobs " of the wife at
his side. His quivering hand near her head
questions her mutely; her only reply is to silence
her sobs. Imperfect demand and pathetic dumb
ness remain thus to baffle each other from first
to last. The husband is aware that his wife loves

V I

him no longer, that she is even wooed by
another man. "Each suck'd a secret and each
wore a mask," and he — for it is the husband's
mind that is the stage for this drama — beholds
her as a lurid star gleaming above the pit of
infamy, and instantly hates himself for his anger.
He cannot even despise his rival, for the rich
light of her eyes is upon this lover and distin
guishes him " leaving dark all else." The hus
band, by a fine scruple, is withheld from a kiss
upon the brow of his wife, lest he meet there
that other. For him, to whom she is bound by
a vow become empty, she is now

.... A phantom-woman in the Past.
The hoiir has struck, though I heard not the bell I

He does not even know, that he might blame,
the moment when she was lost to him, lost more
irredeemably than if her fault were more flagrant.

The misery is greater, as I live 1
To know her flesh so pure, so keen her sense
That she does penance now for no offence
Save against Love.

" It is no vulgar nature " that he has taken to

wife; her fault and her remorse are alike intan-
V I I



gible. Her familiar beauty, " her shoulder in the
glass," tempts him with the illusion that nothing
is changed, that all remains as it was for him.
While they sit by the fireside, " she laughing at a
quiet joke," horrible reiterations of suffering and
shame are in his mind as he watches her; and
though he will not, even in thought, defame her,
her adornments appear to him a meretricious ap
peal to the eye. It is not he alone who struggles,
his doubts and her silence are equally uncon
querable ; without her, he feels himself more and
more the clay which he strives to master. What
was his crime ?

• In Love's deep woods
I dreamt of loyal Life: —• the offence is there 1

If he could have renounced the world and its

facts, been content to dwell amid a fairy forest
of illusions, she might still have been his. Here
the poet makes a severe arraignment of women,
whose timid conservatism and reliance on the
senses he has noted in his prose : "Alas for us,"
he has said, " This, our awful baggage in the rear
of humanity, these women . . . perpetually
pulling us backward on the march."

v n i

The husband, looking to life's westward, per
ceives that his wife has killed his future, taken
away the joy of the present, mixed even the past
with illusion. Yet he will live his entire life,
dares not cancel even one day of its course.
Next, he looks upon a gold-haired lady, and
learns what he later finds within himself, that
without love it is possible to be jealous. It is a
modern Othello, with no harmfulness against the
life of the body, who — in the superb fourteenth
sonnet—creeps to the bedside of his wife, to
awaken her to the sight of love letters written by
her, but to a new address.

The world still views them as happy host and
hostess.
Dear guests, you now have seen Love's corpse-light shine I

Rustic bumpkins, dancing on the village green,
inspired by beer, the born idiot " rubbing his
hands before him like a fly," are objects of envy
to this man of morbid heart and brain. A poig
nant moment for husband and wife is in the
unconscious irony of a friend's demand for their
blessing upon his approaching marriage. In the

I X



twenty-second and twenty-third sonnets are beau
tiful expressions of the humility and the reserve
of the poor woman; but pride remains the barrier
between these two, and will not yield. He needs
distraction ; and the gold-haired lady is at hand.
She is intelligent, charming. Love, indeed, has
lost all its illusions; under the gold hair and the
white forehead is apparent to this man the grin
of the skull; yet he is grimly content to sit beside
h e r

And eat our pot of honey on the grave.

His philosophy is cynical:
What are we first ? First, animals; and next,
Intelligences at a leap; on whom
Pale lies the distant shadow of the tomb
And all that draweth on the tomb for text.

Lady, this is my Sonnet to your eyes.
He may say to her these evil things, for her

golden head has wit in it - precisely enough to
admire jejune philosophy, he is aware. To her
also he repeats that

Gross cl̂y-iAvSes it™"̂  mastering clay,
When the poor wife seeks him with the hope

X

that speech may at last be possible between them,
he responds with commonplaces, the topics of the
day, an expected eruption of Vesuvius, news from
Niagara. He freezes her tongue and sense,
smothers the flame of her passion, checks the
stream of her speech,

Niagara, or Vesuvius, is deferr'd.

I Madam and the Lady meet and confide to him
their mutual impressions, attacking with keen

j rapiers of praise each other's weak points. Af-
i terward, he argues with the Lady that the old

marriage-bond is past renewal, and she must let
him love her in order to give light to his imag
ination, that otherwise must turn to clay or to' stone. Yet the sight of the unloved wife, who
touches the hand of that other man, is able to

' change the moon to a dancing spectre before his

eyes. Then there is a mournful mocking sem
blance of reunion, and their love is killed by their
kisses. By the sea, troubled and terrible, shall
be its grave — a scene greatly portrayed in the
forty-third sonnet.

We must go to Dante Gabriel Rossetti's verse,
X I
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or to that of the Italian poets of the trecento his
masters, for a sonnet-opening like the first six
lines of the forty-fourth sonnet,

They say that Pity in Love's service dwells,
'with its quaint, pure outline and sweet primitive
color. Finally a chance meeting with her, and
not alone, impels the husband to declare his faith

the wife. This inspired moment enlarges into
timeless experience of love's power, depicted

in the sonnet of which .Mr. Swinburne has de
clared : " A more perfect piece of writing no man
alive has ever turned out:"

We saw the swallows gathering in the skies.

Of this supreme hour, an exterior image — as
in Rossett i 's — remains start l ingly
impressed :

And still I see across the twilight wave,
The swan sail with her young beneath her wings.

Rapidly upon this respite follows the original
arraignment of the feminine mind :

Their sense is with their senses all mixed in.
Destroyed by subtleties these women are!
m ° / ® i f u " ' p . w e s h a l l m a rU tterly this fair garden we might win.

X I I

For with the first words of honest speech of
the man's confession, the jealous devotion of the
wife bids him seek that Lady. Truly masculine
is his judgment of this fantasy of her sentiment:

I do adore the nobleness I despise
The act I

She has left him; let the world guess at her
motives, he knows them pure, even too subtly
strained. He follows her and finds her near the
sea; and she "though shadowlike and dry," re
turns with him. The midnight sees the end, as it
saw the beginning of their tragedy.

" Now kiss me. dear! it may be, now! "she said.
, Lethe had pass'd those hps, and he knew all.
In the closing sonnet are magnificently summed

up the causes of the tragedy, of which the poet
has not given us to hear the prologue. The fault
of those two who suffered was in their lack of
trust in themselves, in each other and m time;
bewildered, confused, they tried by feeble expe
dients to stay the motion of their spirits. Cling
ing timorously to yesterday

.... They fed not on the advancing hours,
X l l l



they dared not obey "Necessity's instinct, true,
though unsteady" (as Mr. Meredith has else,
where written). They repeated the ancient error
of Psyche, scanning the sleep of Love with a
lamp, from which the burning drops of doubtful
ness fall, sear his white shoulder and wake him
to flight.

A grim lesson it is which this oversubtle and

analytical end of the century may read in the
" tragic hints" of Mr. Meredith's story of Modem

L o v e .

E. CAVAZZA.
November, 1891.
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T h i s i s i t o t m e a t i
For little people or for fools.

Book of the Sages.

By this he knew she wept with waking eyes;That, at his hand's light quiver by her head,
The strange low sobs that shook their common bed
Were called into her with a sharp surprise.

And straiigled mute, like little gaping snakes.
Dreadfully venomous to him. She lay
Stone-still, and the long darkness flow'd away
With muffled pulses. Then, as midnight makes
Her giant heart of Memory and Tears
Drink the pale drug of silence, and so beat

Sleep's heavy measure, they from head to feet
Were moveless', looking thro' their dead black years.

By vain regret scrawl'd over the blank wall.
Like sculptured efflgies they might be seen
Upon their marriage-tomb, the sword between;

Êach wishing for the sword that severs all.
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IT ended, and the morrow brought the task:Her eyes were guilty gates that let him in
By shutting all too zealous for their sin:
Each suck'd a secret, and each wore a mask.
But, oh the bitter taste her beauty had 1
He sicken'd as at breath of poison-flowers:
A languid humour stole among the hours,
And if their smiles encounter'd, he went mad,
And raged, deep inward, till the light was brown
Before his vision, and the world forgot,
Look'd wicked as.some old dull murder spot.
A star with lurid beams, she seem'd to crown
The pit of infamy: and then again
He fainted on his vengefulness, and strove
To ape the magnanimity of love.
And smote himself, a shuddering heap of pain.
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I "HIS was the woman ; what now of the man?
X But pass him! If he comes beneath our heel

He shall be crush'd until he cannot feel,

Or, being callous, haply till he can.
But he- is nothing : — nothing ? Only mark
The rich light striking from her unto him :
Ha! what a sense it is when her eyes swim
Across the man she singles, leaving dark
All else ! Lord God; who mad'st the thing so fair.
See that I am drawn to her even now!
It cannot be such harm on her cool brow
To put a kiss ? Yet if I meet him there!
But she is mine! Ah, no 1 I know too well
I claim a star whose light is overcast:
I claim a phantom-woman in the Past.

The hour has struck, though I heard not the bell!
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LL other joys of life he strove to warm,
And magnify, and catch them to his lip

But they had suffered shipwreck with the ship.
And gazed upon him sallow from the storm.

The coming minute mock the one that went.
Cold as a mountain in its star-pitch'd tent
Stood high Philosophy, less friend than foe:
Whom self-caged Passion, from its prison-bars.

Is always watching with a wondering hate.
Not till the fire is dying in the grate.

Look we for any kinship with the stars.

Oh, wisdom never comes when it is gold,
And the great price we pay for it full worth.
We have it only when we are half earth.
Little avails that coinage to the old!

Or if Delusion came, 'twas but to show
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A message from her set his brain aflame.A world of household matters fill'd her mind,

Wherein he saw hypocrisy design'd:
She treated him as something that is tame,

And but at other provocation bites.
Familiar was her shoulder in the glass

Through that dark rain : yet it may come to pass
That a changed eye finds such familiar sights.
More keenly tempting than new loveliness.
The ' What has been' a moment seem'd his own :

The splendours, mysteries, dearer because known.
Nor less divine: Love's inmost sacredness,

Call'd' to him, " Come !In that restraining start.
Eyes nurtured to be look'd at, scarce could see
A wave of the great waves of Destiny
Convulsed at a check'd impulse of the heart.
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IT chanced his lips did meet her forehead cool.She had no blush, but slanted down her eye.
Shamed nature, then, confesses love can die:
And most she punishes the tender fool

Who will believe what honours her the most 1
Dead 1 is it dead ? She has a pulse, and flow
Of tears, the price of blood-drops, as I know
For whom the midnight sobs around Love's ghost.
Since then I heard her, and so will sob on.
The love is here; it has but changed its aim.
O bitter barren woman! what's the name ?
The name, the name, the new name thou hast won ?
Behold me striking the world's coward stroke!
That will I not do, though the sting is dire.
—Beneath the surface this, while by fbe fire
They sat, she laughing at a quiet joke.
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SHE issues radiant from her dressing room,Like one prepared to scale an upper sphere
—By stirring up a lower, much I fear 1
How deftly that oil'd barber lays his bloom I
That long-shank'd dapper Cupid with frisk d curls.
Can make known women torturingly fair;
The gold-eyed serpent dwelling in rich hair.
Awakes beneath his magic whisks and twirls.
His art can take the eyes from out my .head.
Until I see with eyes of other men;
While deeper knowledge crouches in its den.
And sends a spark up:—is it true we re wed ?
Yea ! filthiness of body is most vile,
But faithlessness of heart I do hold worse.

The former, it were not so great a curse

Tq read on the steel-mirror of her smile.
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ET it was plain she struggled, and that salt
Of righteous feeling made her pitiful.

0 abject worm, so queenly, beautiful!
Where came the cleft between us ? whose the fault ?

As balm for any bitter wound of mine :
My breast will open for thee at a sign 1
But, no : we are two reed-pipes, coarsely stopp'd :
The God once filled them with his mellow breath ;
And they were music till he flung them down.
Used ! used I Hear now the discord-loving clown
Puff his gross spirit in them, worse than death !
I do not know myself without thee more:
In this unholy battle I grow base :
If the same soul be under the same face.

Speak, and a taste of that old time restore 1

My tears are on thee, that have rarely dropp'd-
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He felt the wild beast in him betweenwhilesSo masterfully rude, that he would grieve
To see the helpless delicate thing receive
His guardianship through certain dark defiles.
Had he not teeth to rend, and hunger too ?
But still he spared her. Once : " Have you no fear
He said: 'twas dusk ; she in his grasp ; none nê.
She laughed : " No, surely; am I not with you?
And uttering that soft starry 'you,' she lean'd
Her gentle body near him, looking up;
And from her eyes, as from a poison-cup, ̂
He drank until the flittering eyelids screen'd.
Devilish malignant witch! And oh, young beam
Of Heaven's circle-glory! Here thy shape
To squeeze like an intoxicating grape
I might, and yet thou goest safe, supreme.


